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Abstract

We report new helium and neon isotopic compositions in dredged basalt glasses from the superfast spreading East

Pacific Rise (EPR) between 138 and 238S. The 3He/4He ratios vary from 8.0 to 11.0 times the atmospheric value (Ra)

[4He/3He between 65,700 and 90,300], with the least radiogenic values in samples from near 16.758S. Atmospheric

contamination corrections on neon isotopes are made using step heating and extrapolated 21Ne/22Ne ratios (to a solar
20Ne/22Ne value of 13.8). The lowest corrected 21Ne/22Ne ratios are found near 16.758S, and are consistent with the

helium isotopes in suggesting a less degassed mantle source. The EPR at 178S is unusual in displaying such isotopic

anomalies in the absence of any known hotspot. The minima in 4He/3He and 21Ne/22Ne correspond to extremes in Sr, Nd

and Pb isotope ratios, but the length scale of the helium and neon anomalies are shorter along-axis than the peaks for the

other isotopic ratios. The minimum in 4He/3He is observed from 168 to 188S (a distance of ~220 km), whereas the

elevated Sr and Pb values, and lower 143Nd/144Nd, are observed between 168 and 20.78S (a distance of ~500 km); neon

isotope anomalies are observed on an intermediate length scale along-axis. Unradiogenic helium and neon values correlate

with low mantle Bouguer anomalies, and maxima in the axial cross-sectional area, all of which are attributed to higher

melt production near 178S. A conceptual model that fits the observations includes melting of an entrained heterogeneity

beneath the EPR at 17 8S. The relationship between helium and neon isotopes and along-axis geophysical characteristics

(and by inference melt distribution) is probably related to the extreme incompatibility of helium and neon. High

concentrations of 3He and 21Ne (extrap) are found in the glasses near 178S, which is consistent with higher noble gas

concentrations in the anomalous mantle.
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1. Introduction

The East Pacific Rise (EPR) between 138 and 238S
is one of the fastest spreading mid-ocean ridges on

earth, with spreading rates of ~145 mm/yr [1,2].

Previous studies of dredged basalts have revealed

along-axis geochemical variations in this area. The

isotope ratios of Sr, Nd, Pb and He vary systemati-

cally between 15.88 and 20.78S [3–6], while highly

incompatible trace elements are characterized by a

north–south enrichment trend, apparently unrelated to

the isotopic peaks [3,4]. The region near 178S is

unusual because the maximum in 3He/4He ratios has a

different along-axis wavelength than the other iso-

topes, and because the high 3He/4He ratios are not

associated with any known hotspot [4]. This paper

presents new helium and neon data from the glassy

basalts of this region that complement the earlier

isotopic studies [4–6].

The EPR between 138 and 238S is bounded on the

north by the Garrett Fracture Zone, and on the south

by the Easter microplate (Fig. 1). The ridge axis is

characterized by a number of small overlapping

spreading centers; the axial depth varies between

2600 and 3000 m [3,7,8]. Seismic studies indicate a

low-velocity layer, often found at depths less than 1

km, which is widely interpreted as an axial magma

lens beneath this region of the EPR [9–12]. Although

there are no known hotspots, the region near 178S has

a number of distinct properties. The axial depths are

among the shallowest between 148 and 188S [7,8,12],

and the two-way travel time data suggest that the axial

magma chamber (AMC) is shallowest near 178S
(~900 m) [10]. The ridge near 178S is also charac-

terized by a larger cross sectional area than bounding

ridge segments probably relating to greater magmatic

activity [12,13]. Multibeam bathymetry and seismic

data from the MELT experiment [14] show that the

EPR has a marked asymmetry, with a greater

concentration of seamounts and low (mantle) seismic

velocities characterizing the western flank [15,16].

Sea floor and hydrographic observations are consis-

tent with recent volcanic activity, perhaps within the

last decade, focussed near 178S [17–19]. The obser-

vations suggest that there is enhanced melt production

at the latitude of the isotopic anomaly.

The noble gases can be used to identify undegassed

sources because low 4He/3He ratios are generally
thought to indicate relatively undegassed mantle

sources (i. e. with low time-integrated (Th+U)/3He

ratios). Similarly, low 21Ne/22Ne result from low

[Th+U]/22Ne ratios, because 21Ne is mainly produced

by 18O(a,n) reactions, where the alpha particles are

produced by Th and U decay [20,21]. One mechanism

for maintaining undegassed mantle reservoirs, over

billion year time scales, is to keep them isolated from

surficial degassing, and it has generally been accepted

that low 4He/3He ratios are ultimately derived from

the lower mantle [22]. The contrarian view of noble

gases challenges this model, suggesting instead that

low 4He/3He ratios result from ancient melting events,

trapped helium in the lithosphere, or ancient sub-

ducted sediments [23,24]. One paradox that is often

cited as evidence for such contrarian models is that

unradiogenic noble gas isotopic compositions are

often associated with low total gas concentrations,

which is the opposite of that expected. These different

hypotheses can be evaluated using the relationships

between noble gas isotopes and other geochemical

and geophysical parameters.

Mid-ocean ridge basalts (MORB) generally have
4He/3He of approximately 90,000 (3He/4He close to

~8 times the atmospheric ratio, e.g. [25–28]. Higher
4He/3He ratios have been observed at various places

on the mid-ocean ridge, most notably in the Indian

Ocean (Southwest Indian Ridge: [29–31]; Southeast

Indian Ridge: [32]). There is a general association of

low 4He/3He ratios with hotspot volcanism at such

locations as Iceland, Hawaii, Samoa, and Easter Island

[33–36]. However, there are no other areas having low
4He/3He ratios on sections of the mid-ocean ridge far

from any known hotspot, making the 178S region of

the EPR unique. This paper shows that helium and

neon are correlated with other isotopic tracers (Sr, Nd,

and Pb isotopes) and with regional along-axis geo-

physical characteristics.
2. Experimental details

Helium measurements were carried out using a 10

in. radius, 908 magnetic sector mass spectrometer at

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, which is

optimized for helium measurements with simultaneous

collection for 3He and 4He, and a high emission Nier-

type source. In order to minimize memory effects and



Fig. 1. General location map for the southern EPR study area. The approximate length of the helium and Sr, Nd, and Pb isotopic anomalies are

also indicated [4]. The small arrows indicate magmatic segments defined by Sinton et al. [3] based on major element chemistry. Note that the

isotopic boundaries occur at or near magmatic segment boundaries. The longitudinal extents of the anomalies are not known because all the

samples in this study come from the ridge axis.
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pressure-dependent mass fractionation, 4He was pre-

measured with a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and

only small amounts of purified helium (b1.5�10�8
cc4He) were allowed into the magnetic sector mass

spectrometer. The typical sample or standard aliquot

was roughly 1.5�10�8 cc4He; local atmospheric
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helium (normalized to standard temperature and

pressure, STP) was used as the running standard.

After purification of the noble gases using bulk Ti

getters held at room temperature and ~700 8C, and a

Zr–Fe–Al getter (SAES), the helium was separated

from the other noble gases using a charcoal cryo-trap

held at 14 K, and warmed to 40 K to selectively

desorb He into the mass spectrometer [37]. The 4He

blank during the course of the study was between 3

and 4�10�11 ccSTP for a furnace extraction, with

approximately atmospheric 3He/4He ratio; the blank

contribution was always less than 100 ppm. In order

to evaluate the overall system performance, a MORB

glass standard was measured a number of times

during the course of this study, usually at the

beginning and end of a 10-sample turret. Due to

natural variations in crystallinity, reproducibility of

the standard gives a conservative estimate for

analytical reproducibility of samples. The results for

this glass standard (ALV 892-1) during the course of

this study were 8.9F0.2 10�6 ccSTP He/g, with
3He/4He ratio of 8.33F0.15 Ra (n=18).

A separate measurement for helium and neon was

carried out using a fully automated MAP 215-50

mass spectrometer, optimized for neon measure-

ments. The system is stainless steel with pneumati-

cally actuated Nupro valves; ultra-high vacuum is

provided by two turbomolecular pumps and one ion

pump each on the mass spectrometer, extraction line

and quadrupole mass spectrometer. Reactive gases

were removed by gettering with a bulk Ti getter and

bulk Zr–Fe–Al getter (in disc form) operated between

room temperature and 700 8C. Helium and neon were

sorbed onto a charcoal trap held at 7 8K, and

selectively released at 358 and 70 8K, respectively,
into the mass spectrometer. The low temperature

charcoal cryo-trap is similar in design to the one

described by Lott and Jenkins [37] but includes

copper wool for thermal contact; no epoxy is used.
3He is measured on a Galileo Channeltron (model

4869 operated in pulse counting mode) and 4He is

measured with a Faraday cup. Following the helium

measurement, and ion pumping of the mass spec-

trometer, the neon was expanded into the mass

spectrometer at 70 K. Neon measurements were

obtained using the electron multiplier. Interference

corrections for 40Ar2+ and 44CO2
2+ (on mass 20 and

22) were made using measurements at mass 40 and
44; no correction was necessary for other interfer-

ences (i.e. H2
18O, HF). Interferences were minimized

with a charcoal trap held at liquid nitrogen temper-

atures within the flight tube volume. The ratios of

doubly charged/singly charged contributions, on

masses 20 and 22, for mass 40 and 44 were typically

0.26 and 0.015, as determined by measurements with

and without liquid nitrogen on the flight-tube

charcoal trap. The mass 40 and 44 peaks were

measured during each cycle; these corrections were

relatively small for the 1500 8C neon measurements

but were generally large for the 600 8C steps (making

these results uncertain). Corrections for 40Ar2+and
44CO2

2+ (for the 1500 8C steps) were typically 1–3%

for 20Ne and 22Ne peaks and were never more than

8%; 40Ar and 44CO2 intensities were always less than

1000 counts per second. The helium standard used

for this mass spectrometer is MORB helium

(3He/4He=8.36F0.07 Ra), extracted from ~6 g of

glass and expanded into a 2 l volume, leading to a

running standard of approximately 5�10�9 ccSTP
4He. This running helium standard is calibrated

separately against atmospheric helium (to F0.3%)

and has very low neon content. The neon standard

was purified air, and was ~10�10 cc20Ne; repeated

measurements of the air standard were reproducible

to ~0.5% over the course of a 1- to 2-day period.

Blanks were typically b10�12 cc20Ne and were

measured before each sample. Helium results are

reported for both mass spectrometers and agree

within uncertainties. Helium precision and accuracy

is better for the mass spectrometer optimized for the

helium isotope measurements (Table 1), and these

measurements are preferred.

Since it is well known that noble gases within

MORB glasses reside primarily within vesicles (e.g.

[25]), it has become commonplace to extract helium

from such samples by crushing in vacuo. However,

crushing alone does not provide adequate concen-

tration data because the amount of helium extracted

from a glass is a function of vesicularity, assuming

equilibrium partitioning. In an attempt to compare

total helium and neon concentrations to isotopic

compositions and to other elemental concentrations,

all of the data were obtained by melting or step

heating of whole glass chips in vacuum. All measure-

ments were generated using double-vacuum, resist-

ance furnaces with a tantalum crucible and tungsten



Table 1

Helium isotopic and concentration measurements

Sample Latitude

(8S)
Depth

(mbsl)

Vesicularity

(vol.%)

Weight

(g)

4He

(AccSTP/g)

3He/4He

(R/Ra)

1j

MWI04-2 13.08 2575 0.0423 10.19 8.61 0.04

MW103-4 13.38 3410 0.0653 13.46 9.65 0.1

MW102-3 13.38 2700 0.0827 15.85 9.04 0.09

MW98-2 13.8 2650 0.13 0.099 16.75 9.09 0.09

MW96-1 14.1 2630 0.0485 15.38 9.05 0.08

MW93-1 14.42 2650 0.0602 3.74 8.79 0.11

MW93-6 14.42 2650 0.0374 5.24 9.06 0.05

MW90-6 14.85 2650 0.14 0.0541 14.3 8.79 0.1

MW87-3 15.17 2630 0.21 0.1103 19.68 9.34 0.1

MW84-2 15.52 2660 0.08 0.1232 18.35 9.2 0.07

MW82-4 15.83 2640 0.1164 17.71 9.26 0.15

MW80-6 16.05 2680 0.0514 14.01 10.05 0.25

MW77-1 16.57 2675 0.17 0.069 19.3 10.58 0.12

MW75-2 16.75 2685 0.34 0.0788 20.84 10.94 0.12

MW72-1 17.03 2640 0.25 0.1045 22.88 10.82 0.11

MW69-4 17.27 2615 0.0993 16.02 10.21 0.12

MW66-4 17.78 2665 0.0422 14.98 9.89 0.08

MW65-3 17.95 2665 0.23 0.0797 17.26 8.96 0.13

MW57-4 18.88 2750 0.22 0.0557 20.92 8.44 0.17

MW51-4 19 2750 0.07 0.0856 21.04 8.31 0.08

MW48-4 19.3 2800 0.0424 15.49 8.58 0.05

MW43-3 19.78 2800 0.0461 11.41 8.29 0.04

MW41-1 19.92 2835 0.16 0.0855 17.15 8.37 0.1

CY84-4-1 20.17 2880 0.1015 15.1 7.96 0.04

MW36-4 20.52 3045 0.06 0.0959 12.2 8.52 0.16

MW29-1 20.88 2950 0.27 0.0734 20.12 8.28 0.15

MW20-1 21 2910 0.0642 8.98 8.25 0.03

MW19-5 21.17 2820 0.1162 15.56 8.46 0.13

CY84-1-1 21.43 2800 0.0501 12.99 8.26 0.04

MW15-3 21.8 2920 0.05 0.0856 12.37 8.07 0.13

MW10-2 22.35 2880 0.045 13.69 8.06 0.04

MW9-5 22.48 2870 0.08 0.0685 15.53 7.97 0.11

MW8-12 22.74 2930 0.0627 11.9 8.14 0.06

MW5-3 23.02 3018 0.01 0.0701 10.03 8.26 0.08

AccSTP=10�6 cc at 1 atmosphere and 273.15 K.R/Ra is the 3He/4He relative to local atmospheric helium, assumed to have 3He/4He of

1.38�10�6.

All helium extractions performed by heating in vacuo (see text). Major element, trace element, and isotopic data for these samples can be

found in [3,4].

Vesicularies determined by counting all vesicles exposed in thin section, measuring their diameters, and comparing to glass volume.
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mesh heating element. Temperature is measured

within roughly 20 8C, using optical pyrometry or

thermocouple, and the power input.
3. Results and discussion

Neon in MORB glasses is often a mixture of

mantle and atmospheric components [20]. The strat-

egy used in this study was to step-heat the samples, at
600 and 1500 8C because they have extremely low

vesicularities. The lower temperature step removes

some of the atmospheric component, possibly because

atmospheric neon is attached to surfaces [20]. The

physical mechanism of atmospheric contamination is

more complex than simple adsorption (see [38]), but

step heating is a well established method for

minimizing atmospheric effects. The neon isotopic

data are shown on a three isotope neon diagram in

Fig. 2, and agree with earlier studies of this area [6].



Fig. 2. Neon three isotope diagram for the southern EPR (error bars

are 2 sigma). Only the high temperature fractions for each sample

are shown due to large uncertainties for the low temperature

fraction. MORB and Loihi lines are shown and indicate mixing with

atmosphere. Extrapolated values (see Fig. 3) are obtained by

projecting a line through each point from the air composition, and

obtaining the 21Ne/22Ne value at the intersection with the solar
20Ne/22Ne value. Note that the assumption of solar 20Ne/22Ne ratio

yields some uncertainty in the extrapolated 21Ne/22Ne.
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The neon data fall between the MORB line and the

Loihi line, consistent with unradiogenic helium

isotopic compositions and other examples of plume-

ridge interaction [39,40]. Most of the low temperature

steps released a small fraction of the neon and are

characterized by near-atmospheric neon, have rela-

tively large uncertainties, and Fig. 2 displays only the

maximum/high temperature isotopic compositions.

Even use of the maximum values for each sample

does not remove the atmospheric contamination, and

these isotopic ratios must still be viewed as minima.

The neon data were corrected for atmospheric

contamination by extrapolating to the solar 20Ne/22Ne

value of 13.8 [41], resulting in a corrected/extrapo-

lated 21Ne/22Ne. This correction, described by Mor-

eira et al. [39], is similar to the slope of the line in a

neon isotope diagram (e.g., Fig. 2), utilized by

Niedermann et al. [6], and analogous to the method

utilized by Honda et al. [42] [see also discussion by

Moreira and Sarda [43]]. Several duplicates are

presented in Table 2, and demonstrate that the

measurement and extrapolation is reproducible, and

that the error estimates are reasonable. The extrapo-
lated 21Ne/22Ne values are within error for duplicates

(samples MW87-12-5, 12-9-5, and 3301-5) even

though there is variation in 20Ne/22Nemax. These

results are consistent with the working hypothesis

that submarine glasses are variably affected by

atmospheric contamination, either on the sea floor or

in the laboratory [20,38,39]. The systematics between

He, Ne and the other isotopes provide strong support

for the validity of the neon extrapolation method.

However, the actual end-member terrestrial neon

isotopic composition (used for the extrapolation) is

not well known and the absolute values obtained in

this way are uncertain. For example, the terrestrial

bend memberQ neon could have 20Ne/22Ne signifi-

cantly less than the solar value [44,45] which would

yield lower extrapolated 21Ne/22Ne values. This paper

focuses on the relative variability, and the along-axis

correlations, which would not be dramatically affected

by a different end member assumption.

3.1. The helium and neon anomaly at 178S

The latitudinal helium and neon isotopic variations

are shown in Fig. 3, along with Sr isotopes, which

have a similar along-axis variability to Nd and Pb

isotopes [4]. The least radiogenic helium isotope

ratios, with 4He/3He of 66,200 (3He/4He up to 10.95

Ra), occur at 16.758S. Values closer to the bnormalQ
MORB value [25–27] are found in samples both to the

north and south. However, the helium isotopic

compositions between 138 and 158S (3He/4He values

of ~9 Ra) are significantly less radiogenic than those

between 198 and 238S. The extrapolated 21Ne/22Ne

ratios are also significantly lower near 178S than at

adjacent ridge segments, i.e. approximately 0.042 as

compared to 0.070. This is consistent with helium

isotopes in suggesting a less degassed source, with a

lower time integrated (Th+U)/22Ne ratio. Both the

helium and neon data are consistent with the earlier

measurements [6] but there are more data points, most

of which can be directly compared with existing Sr,

Nd and Pb data [4].

The mean 3He/4He for the 16 samples analyzed

between 18.88 and 238S is 8.26 (F0.19) Ra (4He/3He

of 87, 400), which is close to the values found for

normal MORB from the Easter microplate [46]. It is

therefore reasonable to assume that this value repre-

sents the helium isotope signature of ambient
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bnormalQ asthenosphere in the region. Compilations of

literature values for the EPR are consistent with these

values [28]. The samples north of 168S have 3He/4He

ratios slightly less radiogenic than this bnormalQ value.
There is also some along-axis asymmetry in the most

radiogenic (MORB-like) neon results, with slightly

higher 21Ne/22Ne ratios (corrected for air) between 13

and 158S than between 198 and 238S. Five of the

samples in table one were classified as transitional

MORB by Mahoney et al. [4]. All are outside of the

banomalousQ section of the ridge (north of 158S:
MW98-2, MW93-1, MW90-6; south of 18.888S:
MW48-4, MW43-3) and do not appear unusual in

He or Ne isotopic compositions or concentrations.

The helium and neon isotopic anomalies centered

at 178S (i.e. the less radiogenic values) cover a

smaller length of the ridge axis, when compared to

the elevated values in Sr and Pb isotopes and lower
143Nd/144Nd (see also Fig. 1). The peak in 3He/4He

ratios is observed from 168 to 188S (a distance of

~220 km), whereas the elevated Sr and Pb values, and

lower 143Nd/144Nd, are observed between 168 and

20.78S (a distance of ~500 km). This is illustrated in

Fig. 4, which summarizes the isotopic variations

(normalized to the extreme values within this suite of

samples). The neon isotopes appear to have a length

scale (along axis) that is intermediate between helium

and the solid radiogenic isotopes; note particularly

that the 21Ne/22Ne ratios south of 178S decrease to

bbackgroundQ more sharply than the Sr isotopes.

There are excellent regional correlations between

helium and neon isotopes, with a linear trend between

138 and 178S, and a more hyperbolic trend between

178 and 238S (Fig. 5). The lavas north and south of

the peak at ~178S also define distinct fields in all the

isotope diagrams, and the latitudinal progression is

also obvious (e.g., He–Sr, Fig. 5). If the isotopic

variations are due to mixing of mantle sources [4],

then the isotope ratio diagrams can be used to infer

differences in elemental abundances between the

different sources. The simplest assumption is that

the variations are caused by two component mixing,

where one end-member would be normal MORB

mantle (having low 87Sr/86Sr, 206Pb/204Pb, and high
143Nd/144Nd ratios), and the other would have the

distinct ratios found near 178S. If so, then the isotopic

difference between the ridge segments north and south

of 178S must relate to large differences in elemental
abundances in the two magmas. For example, as

shown in Fig. 5, the He, Ne, and Sr data from 138 to
178S define a trend that is close to linear, whereas the

data from 178 to 238S define a trend with significant

curvature. The linearity between 138 and 178S shown

in Fig. 5 implies He/Ne and He/Sr ratios that are

similar between the two end members. The curvature

of the data from 178 to 238 S would require He/Sr and
3He/22Ne ratios, that are 10 to 50 times lower in the

178 mantle end member.

There is good evidence that the mantle sources on

the northern and southern end of the study area are

distinct, which makes the two end-member mixing

case an oversimplification. 207Pb/204Pb ratios are

significantly lower in the samples from 138 to 158S
(at a given 206Pb/204Pb) than in those from 218 to

238S, which indicates that these two ridge segments

have distinct mantle sources [4]. This isotopic differ-

ence between the ridge segments north and south of

the anomaly is best observed in 3He/4He, 21Ne/22Ne,

and 207Pb/204Pb, and is not obvious with respect to
87Sr/86Sr, 143Nd/144Nd, 206Pb/204Pb, or 208 Pb/204

Pb. The presence of two similar but slightly different

MORB sources, adjacent to the anomaly at 178S, does
not alter the concentration ratios required to explain

the isotopic data.

Basalts from the EPR on the Easter Microplate,

just south of the study area, also display isotopic

variations, with peaks in the isotopes of He, Sr, and

Pb near the latitude of Easter Island, which have been

attributed to the Easter hotspot [46–48]. The
3He/4He, 207Pb/204Pb, and 87Sr/86Sr ratios near Easter

are slightly higher than those found near 178S. This,
and the other Pb isotopic data [4,47], suggests

distinct mantle sources, with the Easter hotspot

source having higher time-integrated U/Pb and Th/

U ratios. Another important contrast between these

two areas can be found in the relationships between

trace elements and isotopes. The incompatible trace

element variations from 138 to 238S do not correlate

with the isotopic variations; there is a general south

to north increase in incompatible element enrich-

ments without a peak near 178S [3,4]. In contrast,

near Easter Island the incompatible trace element

ariations correlate with the isotopes [46]. In addition,

there is more scatter in the trace element data from

the Easter microplate, which reflects differences in

the melting processes. The Easter hotspot may be



Table 2

Helium and neon data from EPR glasses by step heating

Sample Lat.

(deg. S)

Mass Temp. 4He

(ccSTP/g)

20Ne

(ccSTP/g)

3He/4He

(R/Ra)

j 4He/3He j 20Ne/22Ne 1j 21Ne/22Ne 1j 3He/22Ne

(ext)

22Ne (ext)

(ccSTP/g)

21Ne/22Ne

(ext)

1j

MW87-12-103-4 13.38 0.1434 600 2.40e�06 3.36e�11 10.1 0.2 71251 1212 9.99 0.08 0.0287 0.0009

1500 9.61e�06 2.42e�10 9.8 0.1 73921 816 10.13 0.04 0.0319 0.0004 0.063 0.006

Total 1.20e�05 2.76e�10 9.8 0.1 73371 693 10.12 0.03 0.0315 0.0003 75.7 2.15e�12

MW87-12-98-2 13.80 0.3311 600 6.03e�06 8.14e�12 9.3 0.2 77580 1253 10.92 0.16 0.0330 0.0013

1500 8.14e�06 5.88e�11 9.2 0.1 78609 1032 11.58 0.06 0.0493 0.0009 0.075 0.002

total 1.42e�05 6.70e�11 9.2 0.1 78168 798 11.49 0.05 0.0472 0.0008 73.3 2.47e�12

MW87-12-90-6 14.85 0.1877 600 1.91e�06 1.36e�11 9.6 0.2 75073 1219 10.14 0.12 0.0292 0.0012

1500 7.63e�06 6.94e�11 8.9 0.1 81544 854 11.37 0.07 0.0462 0.0009 0.073 0.003

Total 9.53e�06 8.30e�11 9.0 0.1 80163 716 11.15 0.06 0.0432 0.0008 47.2 2.51e�12

MW87-12-87-3 15.17 0.1416 600 5.14e�06 1.32e�11 9.7 0.1 74507 1037 10.97 0.16 0.0291 0.0010

1500 1.23e�05 1.13e�10 9.2 0.1 78607 900 12.00 0.06 0.0464 0.0007 0.061 0.001

Total 1.75e�05 1.26e�10 9.3 0.1 77353 698 11.89 0.06 0.0444 0.0006 40.6 5.54e�12

MW87-12-75-2 16.75 0.3027 600 6.49e�06 5.64e�11 11.5 0.3 62906 1506 10.43 0.04 0.0302 0.0003

1500 1.18e�05 2.84e�10 10.6 0.3 68477 1830 12.32 0.02 0.0384 0.0002 0.044 0.000

total 1.83e�05 3.40e�10 10.9 0.2 66387 1259 11.96 0.02 0.0368 0.0002 17.9 1.54e�11

MW87-12-72-1 17.03 0.147 600 5.55e�06 9.58e�12 11.5 0.2 62827 1359 11.58 0.24 0.0302 0.0015

1500 1.30e�05 2.74e�10 10.8 0.2 66685 1402 12.57 0.05 0.0393 0.0005 0.044 0.001

Total 1.85e�05 2.84e�10 11.0 0.2 65481 1045 12.53 0.05 0.0390 0.0005 18.2 1.55e�11

MW87-12-69-4 17.27 0.1149 600 2.67e�06 11.0 0.2 65765 1386

1500 1.13e�05 1.70e�10 10.4 0.2 69313 1654 12.86 0.12 0.0407 0.0007 0.044 0.001

total 1.40e�05 1.70e�10 10.5 0.2 68608 1343 12.86 0.12 0.0407 0.0007 20.2 1.01e�11

ALV3297-1 17.43 0.2921 600 1.13e�05 3.46e�11 9.8 0.1 73502 955 10.37 0.04 0.0315 0.0004

1500 1.20e�05 1.22e�10 9.0 0.1 80258 1200 12.03 0.06 0.0396 0.0004 0.048 0.001

total 2.33e�05 1.56e�10 9.4 0.1 76828 760 11.62 0.04 0.0376 0.0003 49.5 6.12e�12

ALV3298-3 17.45 0.3072 600 1.22e�05 3.60e�11 9.6 0.2 75010 1222 10.62 0.10 0.0312 0.0009

1500 1.22e�05 1.45e�10 9.0 0.1 80179 1303 12.25 0.05 0.0413 0.0005 0.049 0.001

total 2.44e�05 1.81e�10 9.3 0.1 77502 892 11.89 0.04 0.0391 0.0004 39.6 7.93e�12

ALV3301-5 17.73 0.3178 600 1.12e�05 9.98e�12 9.7 0.2 74282 1318 12.77 0.40

1500 1.22e�05 1.54e�10 9.0 0.2 80438 1496 12.43 0.05 0.0414 0.0004 0.048 0.001

total 2.34e�05 1.64e�10 9.3 0.1 77366 995 12.45 0.0408 0.0004 34.4 8.76e�12
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ALV3301-5 17.73 0.47939 600 6.35e�06 8.04e�12 9.5 0.1 75807 663 10.10 0.12 0.0331 0.0008

1500 1.14e�05 1.85e�10 9.2 0.1 78599 642 12.52 0.02 0.0418 0.0003 0.048 0.001

total 1.77e�05 1.93e�10 9.3 0.1 77575 472 12.39 0.02 0.0414 0.0004 22.5 1.01e�11

MW87-12-57-4 18.88 0.1413 600 5.63e�06 9.40e�12 8.8 0.1 81880 1375 11.21 0.20 0.0315 0.0016

1500 1.18e�05 1.72e�10 8.4 0.1 85654 1126 11.89 0.04 0.0416 0.0007 0.053 0.001

Total 1.74e�05 1.81e�10 8.6 0.1 84398 878 11.85 0.04 0.0411 0.0006 26.2 7.86e�12

MW87-12-41-1 19.92 0.16673 N1500 9.22e�06 1.54e�10 8.5 0.1 85354 1186 11.26 0.03 0.0398 0.0004 21.6 4.99e�12 0.059 0.001

MW87-12-29-1 20.88 0.1873 600 3.80e�06 8.32e�12 9.0 0.1 80596 872 11.79 0.22 0.0358 0.0026

1500 1.05e�05 1.54e�10 8.4 0.1 85762 713 11.73 0.03 0.0459 0.0004 0.064 0.001

total 1.43e�05 1.63e�10 8.6 0.1 84328 566 11.74 0.03 0.0454 0.0004 25.3 6.71e�12

MW87-12-19-5 21.17 0.2025 600 8.89e�06 2.86e�11 8.9 0.3 81417 2328 10.57 0.08 0.0324 0.0007

1500 5.55e�06 7.48e�11 7.7 0.3 93647 3775 12.08 0.08 0.0487 0.0008 0.064 0.002

total 1.44e�05 1.03e�10 8.4 0.2 85716 2000 11.62 0.06 0.0437 0.0006 41.5 4.04e�12

MW87-12-15-3 21.80 0.263 500 5.90e�06 4.32e�11 8.5 0.2 84950 1844 10.30 0.05 0.0314 0.0004

1500 3.69e�06 4.49e�11 8.0 0.1 90364 1592 11.93 0.06 0.0476 0.0009 0.064 0.002

total 9.59E�06 8.81e�11 8.3 0.1 86953 1317 11.07 0.04 0.0391 0.0005 43.5 2.53e�12

MW97-12-9-5 22.80 0.1305 300 1.35e�06 2.25e�10 8.5 0.3 84930 3325 9.96 0.03 0.0294 0.0003

1500 1.27e�05 2.28e�10 8.2 0.3 88152 2814 10.76 0.03 0.0384 0.0002 0.068 0.002

total 1.41e�05 4.53e�10 8.2 0.2 87832 2549 10.34 0.02 0.0338 0.0002 26.8 5.96e�12

MW97-12-9-5 22.80 0.09023 600 3.30e�06 1.22e�10 8.6 0.1 83788 1146 10.08 0.05 0.0301 0.0005

1500 1.25e�05 1.27e�10 8.2 0.1 87607 1032 11.43 0.04 0.0446 0.0007 0.067 0.002

total 1.58e�05 2.49e�10 8.3 0.1 86781 841 10.73 0.03 0.0371 0.0005 33.7 5.39e�12

MW87-12-5-3 23.02 0.1253 600 5.69e�06 1.37e�10 8.5 0.2 84905 1555 10.13 0.05 0.0285 0.0004

1500 8.16e�06 1.31e�10 8.3 0.1 87142 1307 11.17 0.07 0.0405 0.0005 0.062 0.002

total 1.38e�05 2.68e�10 8.4 0.1 86210 1001 10.62 0.04 0.0341 0.0003 31.0 5.16e�12

MW87-12-5-3 23.02 0.1134 600 3.82e�06 7.52e�11 8.5 0.1 84717 1370 10.06 0.04 0.0291 0.0006

1500 6.35e�06 5.78e�11 8.3 0.1 87292 1298 11.38 0.08 0.0430 0.0012 0.064 0.004

total 1.02e�05 1.33e�10 8.4 0.1 86307 956 10.60 0.04 0.0347 0.0006 47.1 2.50e�12

All measurements carried out by step heating of basaltic glass bextQ refers to values obtained by extrapolating to solar 20Ne/22Ne (see text).

All quoted errors are one sigma (estimated).
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Fig. 4. A comparison of the EPR along-axis isotopic variations near

178S. Each isotope ratio is normalized to the lowest and highest value

within this suite of samples using the calculation: F=(R�Rmin)/

(Rmax�Rmin). 143Nd/144Nd, 4He/3He, and 21Ne/22Ne isotope data

were normalized as 1/ratio values to allow a direct comparison,

because they display minima near 178S (see Fig. 4). The dpeaksT
in 3He/4He and 21Ne/22Ne are significantly shorter than the peaks

for Sr, Nd and Pb: helium length scale is 220 km compared to

~500 km for the other isotopes. Sr, Nd, and Pb data from

Mahoney et al. [4].

Fig. 3. 21Ne/22Neextrap,
4He/3He, and 87Sr/86Sr versus latitude. Note

that unradiogenic helium and neon isotopic compositions are

associated with radiogenic strontium isotopes [4] at 178S but

helium and neon anomalies do not extend as far south as strontium

(see also Fig. 4).
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produced by a longer-lived convective feature,

whereas the anomaly at 178S is produced by melting

of an entrained heterogeneity (blob).

3.2. Helium and neon concentrations

It is well known that degassing in magma

chambers, and upon eruption of lava on the sea floor

is an important control on rare gas concentrations,

generally leading to large variations even within one

ridge segment. Formation and loss of CO2 bubbles is a

well documented mechanism of MORB degassing;

gas partitioning within MORB glass correlates with

vesicularity, which demonstrates that solubility and

vesicle formation are the primary mechanisms of

noble gas loss [25,49]. Point counts of the vesicles in

the 13–238S samples discussed here (on polished

glass sections) reveal extremely low vesicularities
(between 0.01 and 0.34 vol.%; Table 1), and very

small vesicle sizes (all less than 100 Am), suggesting

minimal gas loss due to laboratory operations,

because the grain size analyzed was always greater

than 1 mm. Therefore, the total fusion measurements

provide a reasonable estimate for total magmatic gas

contents at the time of sea floor eruption, but we

cannot preclude earlier degassing episodes.

There is some indication that the samples with the

lowest He concentrations have undergone the most

fractional crystallization, and hence the longest

residence in a magma chamber. The two samples

with lowest helium concentrations (at 14.48S; see

Fig. 6) have the highest FeO/MgO, between 2.3 and

2.6, of the entire sample suite, and the samples with

the highest He concentrations have relatively low

FeO/MgO (close to 1). These observations suggest

that some of the helium concentration variations are

related to near-surface magmatic gas loss, perhaps

related to fractionation in a magma chamber.

Degassing has also been associated with low MgO

on the Southeast Indian Ridge [50].

If low 4He/3He and 21Ne/22Ne ratios reflect low

mantle (Th+U)/He and (Th+U)/Ne ratios, derived

from undegassed sources, then the highest helium and

neon concentrations are expected near 178S. High

helium and neon concentrations are found in sample



Fig. 5. Isotope ratio–ratio diagrams for He, Sr, and Ne showing the

distinct mixing geochemistry north and south of 178S. The R values

are the concentration ratios in the hypothetical endmembers,

R=(3He/22Ne)1/(
3He/22 He)2, where component 1 is the MORB

endmember and component 2 is the 17 S endmember. Similar

mixing ratios are obtained for strontium (not shown). Arrows in the

helium–strontium plot (bottom) show the latitudinal dependance.

Fig. 6. 3He and 22Ne concentrations as a function of latitude for the

EPR. The data between 138 and 238S on the EPR are relatively

uniform in total helium concentration, as compared to any other

known ridge segment, but show a peak near 178S. The mantle 22Ne

extrapolated is calculated by extrapolating 3He/22Ne to the solar

value, dividing by 3He content and inverting. Note that the solar

assumption yields uncertainties in the 22Ne values;other values

(lower 20Ne/22Ne) would most likely yield lower extrapolated 22Ne

values. See text for explanation.
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MW72-1, at 178S, with 2.29�10�5 ccSTP He/g and

2.8�10�10 ccSTP 20Ne/g. Fig. 6 shows that total 3He

concentrations decrease by a factor ~3 from this peak

value, from 178S to 238S. The neon concentrations are
more variable than the helium (6.7�10�11 to

4.5�10�10 ccSTP 20Ne/g) due to variable air con-

tamination. We correct for air contamination by

calculating 22Neextrap (assuming that the mantle
20Ne/22Ne is solar (13.8)), using an extrapolation

analogous to the one described above for 21Ne/22Ne.

The variation with latitude of the 22Neextrap (Fig. 6)

also shows a peak at 178S, decreasing by a factor ~5

to the north and south.

Although there is a peak in the helium concen-

tration data near 178S (Fig. 6), and clear along-axis

concentration systematics, the helium concentrations

from the southern EPR display a relatively limited

variability, particularly when compared with data
from the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The mean 4He concen-

tration is 1.49 (F0.43)�10�5 ccSTP/g; helium con-

centrations in Mid-Atlantic Ridge glasses vary by up

to a factor of 1000 [26,51,52,39,40]. The limited

variability probably relates to small variations in

eruption depth, low vesicularities, and the relative

unimportance of near surface degassing in the 13–

238S EPR sample suite.

Another method to examine degassing processes is

with 3He/22Ne ratios, which are sensitive to degassing

because helium is more soluble than neon in silicate

melts. The solar extrapolation method can again be

used to correct for atmospheric contamination, by

plotting measured 3He/22Ne versus 20Ne/22Ne, and

extrapolating to solar 20Ne/22Ne [43]. Mantle values

are typically 5–7 [53], with higher values linked to



Fig. 7. Comparison between helium isotopes, mantle Bouguer

anomaly (MBA) [55], and ridge cross-sectional area [13]. The

gravity lows have been explained by higher temperatures, or greater

melt abundance within the crust, whereas the greater cross-sectiona

area is explained by greater magma supply and crustal production

Symbols in top panel are the same as Fig. 3.
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degassing processes [43,54]. This calculation for the

southern EPR shows that the samples near 178S have
3He/22Ne (extrap) of ~20, lower than adjacent ridge

segments, but higher than the putative mantle values.

The highest 3He/22Ne (extrap) values, up to ~80, are

found between 138 and 158S, suggesting that these

glasses have been most influenced by degassing.

Given the relatively low vesicularities, the relatively

small variations in helium content, and the 3He/22Ne

variations, we infer that degassing is primarily taking

place in magma chambers.

The hyperbolic mixing trends in the He–Ne

diagram for samples south of 178S imply concen-

tration ratios in the two sources ([3He/22Ne ]1/

[3He/22Ne ]2) close to 1 between 138 and 178S, but
a 3He/22Ne ratio 10 times higher in the southern

MORB-like end-member. These concentration ratio

systematics could be explained by the timing of the

melt mixing and degassing processes. For example,

linear isotopic mixing and high 3He/22Ne (extrap) in

the samples between 138 and 178S could be explained

by mixing of melts from different sources prior to

degassing. The inferred high 3He/22Ne (from Fig. 5)

between 178 and 238S could be explained by mixing

between a degassed MORB melt, and undegassed

unradiogenic melts.

3.3. Relationship to along axis-geophysics

As mentioned above, the cross-sectional area of the

ridge axis near 178S is larger than that of adjacent

ridge segments, which suggests greater magmatic

output [12,13]. There is also a mantle Bouguer

anomaly (MBA) minimum at 178S [12,55], which is

most likely due to higher temperatures and melt

abundances in the crust and mantle. These interpre-

tations are also consistent with a greater magma flux

to this section of the ridge [11,12]. As shown in Fig. 7,

there is a general correlation between 3He/4He,
21Ne/22Ne and mantle Bouguer anomaly. Fig. 8 shows

that there are particularly good correlations between

gravity, helium and neon between 178 and 238S.
Including the data between 138 and 178S reduces the

quality of the correlation, but it is still significant for

the entire data set. The correlation between helium

isotopes, gravity and bathymetry implies a relation-

ship between geochemistry and melt distribution.

Given the lack of correlation between isotopes and
l

.

the major and trace element data, the anomaly at 178S
is apparently not caused by large changes in the

degree or depth of melting.

We infer that the helium and neon isotopes are

good indicators of the banomalous Q melts because

they both behave as extremely incompatible elements

and because there is a large He and Ne concentration

contrast with melts derived from the ambient mantle.

We also infer that He and Ne are more incompatible

than Sr, Nd, and Pb because the helium and neon

isotopic anomalies are narrower, along the ridge axis.

The correlation between He, Ne, and geophysical

parameters supports the idea that high magmatic

output is related to mantle with high gas content,

and that the deep mantle source of unradiogenic noble

gases is related to high heat flux.



Fig. 8. Plot of 4He/3He and 21Ne/22Ne against the mantle Bouguer

anomaly (MBA) [55] for the EPR from 17 to 23 South only.

Unradiogenic helium and neon isotopes are associated with low

MBA, which is inferred to indicate high temperature and melt

abundance in the crust and mantle.

Fig. 9. Cartoon showing one conceptual model for the main

geochemical variations, and the relationships of helium isotope

ratios to gravity and bathymetry. North to south mantle flow is

assumed to explain the different along-axis expressions of the

various isotopic anomalies (top panel), as well as the asymmetry.
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3.4. Working hypothesis for the anomaly at 178S

The commonly accepted conceptual model for

systematic along-axis geochemical variations, pio-

neered by Schilling et al. [56,57], is mixing between

plume derived and normal asthenospheric melts. The

smooth isotopic gradations between 168 and 208S are

consistent with mixing, but the absence of any known

hotspot in the region suggests the presence of an

entrained heterogeneity within the mantle beneath the

EPR at 178S, as has been invoked by previous studies

[4,58]. A simple binary mixing model, between a

relatively uniform MORB source (possessing only

small regional differences, for example in
207Pb/204Pb) and an entrained heterogeneity can

explain most of the observations (see also [4]).

Silicate-melt partitioning and melt migration, coupled

with a component of along-axis mantle flow can

explain the narrow geographic expression of the

helium and neon isotopic anomalies near 178S, if

helium and neon behave as more incompatible

elements (as compared to Sr, Nd, and Pb) and are

preferentially removed from the entrained heteroge-
neity. This would require that the order of bulk

partitioning (Kd) during melting is HebNebSr, Nd, Pb,

based on the isotopic data and the mixing ratios

shown in Fig. 5. An example of such a model, in

which an upwelling heterogeneity is entrained in

southward flow beneath the ridge, is shown in Fig. 9.

The correlation between geophysical observations

(MBA and cross sectional area), 3He/4He, and
21Ne/22Ne, could be explained if melting is initiated

first within the heterogeneity, resulting in greater

eruption rates near 178S, and due to its extreme

incompatibility, helium behaves as the most sensitive

tracer for the melt from the heterogeneity (see also

[59]). If helium is preferentially removed from the

heterogeneity, the helium isotope signal would also be

dissipated more rapidly than those of the other

elements, and could explain both the narrowness of

the helium anomaly and the northward displacement

of the helium isotope peak in Fig. 4. If the entrained

heterogeneity flows to the south, then the other

isotopic anomalies would persist to the south, even

though helium were removed [4].
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There is some independent evidence for south-

ward mantle flow in this region based on seismic

anisotropy measurements near Easter Island [60], and

it is not unreasonable that the rapid spreading rates

would produce some regional mantle flow toward

the southern, most rapidly spreading parts of the

EPR. Other models, such as mantle flow from the

west, could also explain the observations. Lateral

asthenospheric flow in this region, and elsewhere,

has been proposed, based on geochemical and

geophysical evidence [4,61–63]. The motion of the

southern EPR, in the hotspot reference frame, is to

the west [12], but the offset at 20.78 has been

migrating to the south [3] indicating some compo-

nent of flow to the south.

The solid/melt partitioning behavior of He and Ne

(relative to Sr, Nd, Pb) is a key aspect of this model,

with the implied order of bulk distribution coefficients

(Kd) HebNebSr, Nd, Pb. Unfortunately, partition

coefficients are not well known for the noble gases;

recent studies have yielded values roughly 100 times

lower than earlier experiments [64–66]. The distribu-

tion of helium within naturally occurring glasses and

crystals strongly suggests that helium behaves as an

incompatible element [67–69], and also implies that

the laboratory studies have over-estimated the parti-

tion coefficients. Despite the large uncertainties in the

partition coefficients, existing silicate/melt partition-

ing data are not inconsistent with the partitioning

behavior proposed here.

Helium is the most rapidly diffusing of the noble

gases, which could also enhance removal rates from a

melting mantle heterogeneity. For example, the

helium diffusion coefficient (D) in clinopyroxene at

1100 8C is approximately 2�10�9 cm2/s [70], which

is roughly 105 times faster than Sr diffusion in

clinopyroxene at this temperature (2�10�14 cm2/s)

[71]. The volume of solid material that will be in

equilibrium with the melt can be approximated by a

cylindrical channel with melt in the center. Using the

approximation that root-mean-square diffusion dis-

tance is X~M(Dt), the different equilibration volumes

in such a simple cylindrical case are approximately

the square-root of the diffusion coefficients:

XHe=XSrfM DHe=DSrð Þf315

This implies that the volume of solid mantle material

in equilibrium with a melt will be 315 times greater
for helium than Sr. The efficacy of this mechanism for

extracting helium from the mantle will depend on

porosity, melting geometry, and melt migration rates

[72], but could play some role in explaining the

anomaly at 178S.

3.5. Regional and global implications

Based on the qualitative model presented here and

by Mahoney et al. [4], the anomaly at 178S is

produced by melting of an embedded heterogeneity.

The variations near Easter Island may be produced by

a more long-lived convective hotspot-related feature

[43,48]. The differing behavior of the major elements,

trace elements and isotopes near 178S probably

reflects several different geochemical fractionation

events, with major and trace element variations

produced by the most recent melting events, and the

isotopic variations related to the long-term evolution

of the embedded heterogeneity [3,4].

Seismic studies of the EPR show that low

velocities do not extend below 410 km, and that there

does not appear to be a deep mantle temperature

anomaly, or a deep seated mantle plume beneath 178S
[15,73]. This does not preclude a lower mantle origin

for the embedded heterogeneity, which may have been

advected into the mantle beneath the Western Pacific.

The presence of such embedded heterogeneities in the

Pacific mantle may explain the abundance of sea-

mounts in the western Pacific, many of which are not

associated with long-lived hotspots [74].

The southern EPR data are useful in considering

the definition of bnormalQ MORB, as it is often used

to define the ambient mantle geochemical character-

istics. We attribute the unradiogenic helium between

168 and 188S (and also those to the North) to the

embedded heterogeneity, and use the measurements

from 188 to 228S to determine an ambient/background

upper mantle 3He/4He of 8.26F0.19 (4He/3He of 87,

400F2000). If as suggested here, high 3He/4He ratios

are associated with an embedded heterogeneity, and

the Pacific has substantial contribution from such

material, as reflected by seamount abundance, then

the ambient Pacific mantle should be less radiogenic

than the other ocean basins. The ambient value

observed here differs from those found in the South-

west Indian Ridge (3He/4He~7Ra) [31] suggesting

variations in helium isotopic composition of
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bambientQ mantle from the different basins, which is

consistent with greater 3He flux to the Pacific. Allègre

et al. [58] attributed isotopic differences between the

ocean basins to differences in bblobQ flux from the

lower mantle. To a first approximation, the data from

178S are consistent with this hypothesis. Michael et al.

[75] explained Mid-Atlantic ridge isotopic variations

with an entrained heterogeneity, so 178S is not totally

unique.

It is noteworthy that high total 3He and 22Ne

concentrations are found in southern EPR samples

with unradiogenic isotopic values. Ocean island

volcanics have the least radiogenic noble gas signa-

tures, but are generally characterized by relatively low

total noble gas concentrations. This putative

bparadoxQ, of finding low noble gas concentrations

in samples with unradiogenic isotopic signatures, has

been used as evidence for non-plume origin of

unradiogenic noble gases [23,24]. The low noble

gas concentrations at oceanic islands have generally

been attributed to near surface degassing [52]. Within

suites of mid-ocean ridge basalts, for example, there

are correlations between eruption depth and gas

content, suggesting that the concentrations are con-

trolled by hydrostatic confining pressure and gas

exsolution (e.g., the mid-Atlantic Ridge) [26,52,51].

All the samples discussed here were erupted at a

relatively narrow water depth range (i.e. 3100–2600

m) and degassing parameters do not vary along axis,

as also indicated by the low vesicularities of the

glasses. Therefore, the southern EPR data supports the

hypothesis that unradiogenic noble gas isotopes are

associated with higher long term mantle gas concen-

trations (i.e. low parent/daughter ratios related to

undegassed mantle), and that that low gas concen-

trations at shallow ridge segments and oceanic islands

are related to near surface degassing.

The least radiogenic noble gas signatures for

helium and neon are generally found at the most

active intraplate ocean island provinces, such as

Hawaii and Iceland, implying a general association

between heat and noble gases. The correlations with

melt production found here are consistent with this

relationship, and the correlations between helium and

neon are consistent with those found elsewhere [39].

This global correlation shows that mantle evolution

models that require a special storage mechanism for

unradiogenic helium [76] must also explain the neon
isotopes. The partitioning behavior of the noble gases

is not well determined, and it is not even clear if

helium is more incompatible than neon. Brooker et al.

[64] predict that helium will be more compatible than

neon, and therefore may be more compatible than Th

and U. The southern EPR data show that helium and

neon are well correlated, implying that both are highly

incompatible.

The conclusions of this study contrast with those of

Niedermann et al. [6] who suggest that helium and

neon are bdecoupledQ. We emphasize the strong

relationship between helium and neon and melt

production, albeit one that is latitude dependant (i.e.

see Fig. 5). This difference in interpretation is partly

related to a better sample density which allows

determination of the latitude dependence, and also

the use of the solar extrapolation which provides a

clearer elucidation of atmospheric contamination

effects. We emphasize that the term bdecoupledQ
should not be applied to geochemical parameters that

are so well correlated.
4. Summary and conclusions

The helium and neon isotopes in lavas erupted at

the superfast spreading EPR form a well-defined

along-axis gradient, with less radiogenic values near

178S. The peak in 3He/4He is displaced to the north

with respect to peak values of the other isotopes (Sr,

Nd, and Pb), with 3He/4He ratios above bnormalQ
MORB found between 138 and 188 S. The bnormalQ
3He/4He ratios, of approximately 8.26 Ra (4He/3He of

87, 400), are obtained from the samples dredged

between 18.88 and 238S and are assumed to represent

the ambient mantle beneath the EPR.

The 21Ne/22Ne(extrapolated) shows the same pat-

tern, with a primitive signature at 178S and a MORB

like signature at 138 and 248S. This is consistent with
the helium systematics but with a slightly longer

wavelength along-axis. The helium and neon peaks

correlate with a minimum in gravity (mantle Bouguer

anomaly) and a maximum in ridge cross-sectional

area, which is attributed to higher magma flux to the

ridge near 178S. These correlations are not found with

respect to other isotopes (Sr, Nd, Pb), major elements

or trace elements [3,4], which argues against large

differences in the degree of melting or depth of
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melting. Helium and neon are assumed to be good

tracers of the banomalous Q melt because they are

extremely incompatible and because there are large

concentration contrasts with the ambient mantle.

Mixing curves for two-component mixing imply

drastically different concentration ratios, particularly

for He/Sr and He/Ne, which either requires a three

component mixing model (where the end members

have different concentration ratios), or, more likely, a

large concentration contrast between the different

mantle sources, coupled with melting and degassing

processes. 3He and 22Ne concentrations are highest

near 178S which is consistent with this explanation

and also with the hypothesis that unradiogenic

isotopic compositions are associated with deep

undegassed mantle sources.

The preferred explanation for these observations is

melting of an entrained mantle heterogeneity within

the ambient mantle flow beneath the EPR. The noble

gas data are consistent with a derivation from the

lower undegassed mantle, even though there is no

evidence for a long-lived plume at 178S beneath the

EPR. The spatial relationships between the isotopic

systems, particularly the shorter axial length, and

displacement to the north, of the helium anomaly, are

interpreted as relating to preferential extraction of

helium from the entrained heterogeneity. The neon

isotopic anomalies are observed on an intermediate

length scale. This is probably related to bulk partition

coefficients during melting and would require that the

order of incompatibility be HebNebSr, Nd, Pb. The

presence of an embedded mantle heterogeneity

beneath the southern EPR may be related to the active

mid-plate volcanism in the western Pacific ocean and

may indicate a greater flux of such material to the

Pacific mantle.
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